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INTRODUCTION

In the generation of electrical energy
by the binary process a new field of power development
was created.

The apparatus used is very similar to

the standard station equipment in many respects but
because of elevated temperatures and low pressures
over-all dimensions and clearances were necessarily
made larger.
As seen in the accompanying cross-section
the arrangement of the apparatus in the Hartford plant
is vertical instead of the usual horizontal.

This

feature permits the omission of a mercury boiler feed
pump with its valves and regulators.
The mercury turbine-generator, together with
the two mercury condensers, which also act as steam
generators, is installed on the top floor directly over
the furnace.

Sufficient height has been used in placing

the turbine and condensers above the boiler so that the
return of the liquid mercury by gravity is possible.
The seven mercury boiler drums are installed
over the air-cooled refractory brick-lined furnace.

Three

unit mills furnish the pulverized coal which is burnt in
three horizontal burners.

Above the boiler drums are the

liquid preheater and steam superheater with a water
economizer and an air preheater installed successively
between these and the stack.

BINARY MERCURY CYCLE

1.)

The idea of the binary mercury cycle

was first introduced in this country by Mr. Emmet of the
General Electric works at Schenectady.

In 1913 he offered

his scheme in the form of a report before the A.I.E.E.
This revolutionary concept was suggested to him by Mr. C.H.
Bradley who, at the time, had not seriously considered
mercury but had suggested it along with other possible
power producing liquids.

Since those early pioneering

days in this new field, many liquids have been suggested
and discarded one by one leaving mercury today as the sole
contender.

Some of the other chemicals under considera-

tion such as di-phenal ether which apparently has very
good heat transfer qualities but falls down rather badly
on the power producing properties, have proved themselves
lacking in one property or another.
Since the advent of the steam engine, engineers
have sought various methods of more nearly approaching
the ideal efficiency of the Carnot cycle.

In their attempts

to reach greater temperature differences, they have necessarily encountered high pressures and have been balked by
the inherent properties of the materials which they were
forced to use.

In the binary cycle they have overcome that

vdifficulty entirely.

A utopia has been reached through the

use of mercury, temperatures of 984 deg. Fahr. are available
with a correspondingly low pressure of 80# pressure in the
boiler.

Although snags have been struck and are still

found in this unit they have been so far satisfactorily
overcome and the company has been rewarded for its efforts
by being able to operate the boiler successfully over a
period of several months.

It must be understood, however,

that although the unit is considered out of the purely experimental stages, it is not intended as yet that it should
be kept on the line continuously as is the case with the
other boilers at the power station.
2.)

THERMODYNAMIC POSSIBILITIES

In the binary cycle mercury vapor may be produced
at-many different temperatures.

Those that appear in

Figures 2 and 5 represent the actual operating conditions
at the Hartford installation, however, experience has shown
that even more elevated temperatures are practicable.
The six diagrams - Figures 2 - 7, drawn on the
temperature entropy plane, represent equal quantities of heat
supplied from the fuel to the various cycles and how it is
distributed by them into work theoretically available and the
amount of energy rejected to the condensers.

The percentages

shown are the theoretical efficiencies of each part.
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extraction cycle; in this, steam after partial expansion is
bled from the prime-mover and used to preheat the liquid prior
to its entering the boiler.

The Rankine cycle as applied

to the respective units is represented by 5,6 and 7.
Figures 3 and 6 constitute the ordinary steam
cycle in which steam is brought to 285# gage, superheated to
700OF and then expanded through a prime mover to a condenser
operating at 29" Hg. vacuum.
Figures 4 and 7 indicate the high pressure unit
found in the Edgar Station at Weymouth, Mass. with steam at
1185# gage, superheated to 7000F, expanded until the loss of
superheat, reheated to the initial temperatures and then
again expanded to a 29" Hg. vacuum.
Figures 2 and 5 show the mercury-steam process
with mercury vaporized at 8840F and 70# gage, steam made at
417.50, 285# gage, and then superheated to 517.5 0 F.
100

The

of superheat generated in the steam half of the process

is produced by placing a superheater above the mercury preheater in the furnace chamber.

This reduces the heat content

in the furnace gases which might otherwise be lost or escaping from the stack.
There is the possibility of replacing the steam
superheater by a large mercury unit, however, the expediency
of this depends upon the relative efficiencies of the mercury

steam.

-
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With the present turbines a high degree of superheat

is far more advantageously used by steam than by mercury
turbines.
In studying the diagrams one must realize
they represent theoretical conditions.

that

Perfect efficiency

of operation is absolutely impossible, consequently the
actual diagrams would be very much altered from the ones
shown, however, these may serve to illustrate the principle
and are useful for comparing the various processes.
The binary process as actually used consists in
vaporizing mercury at temperatures higher than is practicable
with dry saturated steam.

From 880 0 F and 80# gage the vapor

is allowed to expand through a turbine to a condenser operating at a vacuum of 28.5" Hg where it, on giving up its
latent heat, produces steam at pressures desirable for use
in other units.

The liquid mercury on being cleansed in a

sump after leaving the condenser is piped through the preheater
back to the boiler.
In the Hartford plant the entire layout is a vertical proposition.

Here the condensed vapor returns by gravity,

thus eliminating any feed pumps that would be necessary in
a mono-level system.

As shown on the cross-sectional diagram

in this report, the turbines and condensers are directly over

,the steam superheater, mercury preheater, boiler and combustion chamber.

The adoption of this particular con-

struction can be attributed to the scarcity of the ground
available at South Meadow.

Of course the vertical arrangement

made possible the gravity return but due to the many levels
the personal expense was increased 100%.
Mercury, because of its non-wetting property,
presented many difficulties in the boiler design.

Although

the pressures were low, the heat transfer coefficient was so
small due to the gas film present that the elevated temperatures required to vaporize the mercury over-heated and burnt
in many instances the boiler passages and tubes.

This latter

defect forced the designers to incorporate a positive circulating system within the boilers.

Several methods were sug-

gested and tried in Boilers #1 and #2 but not until the third
boiler was built did a feasible solution actually appear.
Boiler #1 installed in the Dutch Point Plant was of the honeycomb fire tube variety.

It displayed a wonderful piece of

intricate workmanship but practically it was a failure, yet
the results obtained while in operation clearly showed the
economical possibilities of the cycle.

Boiler #2 was a radical

change from its predecessor, having the appearance of a gigantic
clothesbrush rather than a piece of beets wax.

The cross-

section of the drum was horseshoe in shape and three feet in

height with 160 tubes 6" in diameter x 5 ft. long welded
into the lower flat surface.

It was through these tubes

that the bulk of the heat was transmitted to the mercury
due to the fact that the drums were insulated.

The insulation

was applied to prevent any excess amount of expansion or
contraction in the boiler should the flame be played against
it.

Also with the tubes welded into the bottom plate great

care had to be exercised that no strains were localized in
the joints.

The fastening of the tubes was studied and after

building many models conventional methods were discarded in
favor of a machine fitted with the lip of the tube electrically
welded to the inside surface of the boiler.

This type of

connection withstood the load tests applied with an exceptionally high factor of safety.

On a later investigation of

the Joints by radiography, it was found that the two metals
i.e. tubes and boiler, had fused together so completely that
no evidence of a connection appeared what-so-ever on the
negative.

Similar to #1, this boiler was instaRed in the

Dutch Point Plant.

For some time it worked well but leakage

occurred around the stay-bolts, which developed into a serious
rupture stopping the entire unit.

As a step toward preventing

the burning of the tubes, cores were inserted, but on failing
to keep the vapor and liquid mercury separated, the problem of
circulation remained unsolved.

Boiler number three which is the present one in
operation is similar in many aspects to number two, retaining the brush effect but employing cylindrical inThe complete unit

consists of seven drums - 21.5t x 37" outside diameter
30f" inside diameter.

-

stead of the inverted V shaped drums.

From each hang 440 dead-end tubes,

51t x 31" diameter; these were staggered in order that
the increased number might be hung without overcrowding
each other or weakening the drum materially.

For pro-

tection from burning these tubes were made of low carbon
steel and calorized in addition to the positive circulation
which had been incorporated in this design.

To accomplish

the latter a baffle plate photograph 1 was built concentrically in the lower halves of the drums and into it was
projected the hollow cores which were inserted into the
tubes.

The principle was for the liquid mercury to flow

down the inside of the cores, come in contact with the
heated tube surface, flash into vapor and rise around the
baffle to the top of the drum.

So long as the vapor liqtid

mercury were kept separate it worked beautifully, but because of the cores not being securely fastened they soon
began to vibrate.
trouble

-

This banging gave rise to a two fold

the wearing of holes in the hollow cores, permit-

ting mercury to be trapped inside them and the weakening of

the tubes, see photograph 2.

The extent to whichi the

mercury was trapped might be explained in stating that on
shutting down one Saturday afternoon the gauges on the
boilers showed that approximately 14 tons of the working
medium had disappeared, at an average cost of $1. per
pound.

The engineers wdre certain that the mercury had

not left the system, for had that much liquid escaped, the
outside air would have been saturated with mercury oxide;
however, they were unable to state where it had gone.
A conference was called at which time it was decided to
overhaul the entire plant.

The boilers were the first to

be dismantled and on withdrawing the broken cores the
mercury was found in them.

This necessitated the in-

spection of all the cores and also the tubes for weakened
places.

Many of the latter had to be replaced because of

the wearing received from the core oscillations.
The new cores employed were laterally-ridged,
thus increasing their structural qualities as well as
their number of points of supports, however, these ridges
offered so much resistance to the circulation that it
necessitated the raising of the mercury level ih order to
have a head sufficient to cause a steady flow.

To fill

all seven drums with mercury to this height would have made
the initial cost prohibitive.

This was remedied, however,

to the bottom of the drums as shown in photograph 5.
The cost was practically nil and the mercury was raised
to the required level.
The original firing was done through horizontal
burners using pulverized coal from three Riley Unit mills.
The use of the pulverized coal was believed to be the best
for this particular installation, however, experience
later proved the contrary to be true, especially with the
horizontal burner settings as used.

After operating for

only six weeks with horizontal firing, a clinker horn
had built out from the opposite wall 18 feet across the
fire box.

The C02 in the chimney gases was raised in

an effort to remove the accumulation but to no avail.
Finally, when forced to shut down, there was taken from
this one deposit 800 wheelbarrows of clinker.

How the

refractory kept from caving in is still a mystery.
On restarting the directiorsof the Jets were
altered to avoid the reoccurrence of the slag deposit.
Although accomplishing the latter, the move was very
disastrous for in the new positions the Jets not only
covered the tubes with slag but also burnt many even
though they were calorized.

The trouble with the entire

proposition was that the Jets were not given sufficient

distance in ordeithat the coal might be completely burnt
before striking a relatively cold surface.
The plant being on the Connecticut River it
was discovered that crude oil in barge lots might be
bought and upon further investigation it was found
feasible to change over.

Ten oil burners, two rows of

five, were installed, thirty feet vertically below the
tips of the hanging tubes, thus giving plenty of space
for combustion.

Not only does this remove all slag and

ash complications, but it makes possible an economical

The furnace is of a refractory construction

-

saving irr the fuel account.

a 6 inch fire-clay-brick wall is supported by -cast iron
ducts.

These surround the entire furnace and extend from

five feet below the tubes well down below the ash hopper
a distance of 30 feet.

Two circular conduits, located

at the extremities of the cast iron ducts, add strength
and rigidity to the structure as well as a means of supplying and extracting the air which is forced through them
for preheating.

The air enters at the top after first

passing through a preheater placed in the gas pass, it is
then forced to descend around the furnace all the time
picking up more heat as it approaches the lower conduit.
From the lower conduit with the pulverized coal it was

viped uptdie iri

of tue

urnace

as primary and secondary air.
different set-up is used.

it

iue Lis

anL bwaners

With the oil a slightly

A false floor was built above

the ash hopper and upon this was placed the burners.

This

floor is 6-ft. above the lower conduit so consequently
since no gain would be had in sending the air down into the
conduit and then repiping it back to the burners, holes
were cut into the ducts and the lower passages plugged at
the first floor level.

Another floor carrying 7}" of fire

brick was laid 17-5/8" above the first one.

The chamber

thus formed is the space into which the heated air passes
from the ducts.

A pressure of 5" of water is maintained

here in order that a sufficient force might be had to drive
the air through the shutters of the burners with moderately
high velocity.

By employing this construction the air is

heated to 420OF prior to combustion but even so the losses
due to convection and radiation are such that the actual
efficiency obtained is only 35%.
In the gas pass are located in succession, the
boilers, mercury liquid heater, superheater, the steam
superheater, an economizer and an air preheater.

All of

these thermodynamically are excellent additions because
of their heat serving qualities, however, in practice
the cost of saving this heat is many times larger than its

worth.

Not only does such apparatus make the initial cost

greater but it also elevates the draft resistances so muc h
In this particular in-

that induced fans must be used.

stallation the combined resistances were such that a 2461
stack and a forced draft fan were unable to carry the load
thus requiring an induced fan.

Both the induced and the

forced draft fans are located at the base of the stock as
seen in the cross-sectional diagram.
One very unique quality of this process is the
absence of valves.

There are only four in the mercury

system, a throttle, an emergency and 2 safeties.

The

latter bypass the vapor to the condensers when an excess
pressure arises in the mercury boiler, thus preventing
the heat energy from being lost as is the condition in a
steam unit.

The emergency valve is of a spring loaded

construction, operated by oil pressure which in turn is
governed by the wind pressure in the generator casing.
In this manner the governing is done, the emergency bypasses
vapor when the wind pressure increases and conversely.
The throttle valve is manually operated and is used only
in starting or stopping the unit.

Upon doing the former

it is slightly cracked, allowing sufficient vapor to
pass in order that the whole system may become heated
together, but not enough to start the turbine.

The uniform

#,eating allows the system to expand as a unit.
There was some thought of the mercury vapor
erroding the valve stems and seats but upon didsembling
them as seen in photographs 6 and 7 this was luckily
not the condition.
The mercury superheater, originally installed,
was found upon running to give temperatures above 1000OF
to the vapor.

Fearing something might happen at such

elevated temperatures it was insulated, thus reducing
the initial

conditions to 984 0F and 80#/sq.in.
The liquid preheater is hung just below the

superheater in the gas pass.

It is built in elements

of banks of which there are two, each containing seven
sections of 121 on quarter inch tubes.

Connecting the

preheater and the cleansing sumps there is a coiled pipe.
Formerly it was vertically straight but due to the fact
that the first slug of mercury discharged from the
sumps hit the elbow at the bottom with such force that
both the pipe and part of the supporting structure was
carried to the ground floor, the coil one was substituted
for it.
The turbine and condenser-boiler being absolutely different from any previous construction must be
treated independently and yet as a unit.

In the first

plants one and three whel turbines as well as conditions

I~
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With the latest developments throughout the unit came a
new turbine-generator; the one now in service being a
10,000 KW, 5 stage, two bearing unit, designed to operate
at 720 RPM, 3 phase, 60 cycles and 11,000 volts.

The low

R.P.M. is inherently dependent upon the mercury vaports
low nozzle velocity which as compared to steamt s is
approximately one-third.

The dimensions of the turbine

are also necessarily large due to its slowness; the fifth
stage wheel being llt in diameter at the shroud ring with
2711 buckets and a wheel thickness at the hub of 7".

The

clearances are likewise large; that of this same wheel is
0.9.11
Every unique construction is used in this
turbine; the design is cantilever in principal, i.e.,
the turbine shaft is overhung from the generator bearings;
thus to assemble, the wheels and diaphragms must be put in
place progressively.

The fifth is the first to go into

placethen the fourth and so on out.

The nozzles are in

the end casing which is bolted and then arc-welded to the
main casing.

The main casing is supported by being welded

to the condenser-boilers while these in turn are supported
by brackets which rest on six columns projecting up from
the building steel.

Three brackets are placed on the cir-

cumference of each condenser in line with the center of
the wheel, thus making possible for the condensers and
casting to expand up and down from the center line and
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clashing of the rotor with its casing, since both are
overhung, the casing is fastened to the building steel
by a slot and lug.

This does not hinder its expansion

but keeps it in alignment with the shaft.
Very little trouble, amalgamation, corrosion,
errosion, or structural, has arisen from this last
turbine.

The photographs show that in the fifth wheel

at the outer edge of the blades a wearing was evident
due to the entrance angle being incorrect, but upon
grinding the correct angle, as shown, the wearing ceased.
Also in the third stage diaphragm a crack developed which
was the result.of welding an imperfect casting.
There are two types of shaft packings which
have been successfully used in the mercury turbine
design.

Each case depends upon centrifugal force,

however, one seal is made with liquid mercury and the
other with its vapor.

For packing rings, a special

"self-centering packing ring" has been devised; this
is a "light cast iron ring riveted to and held circular
by, a deep ring flange of chrome, the whole being held
in place frictionally by springs of a material suited
to the high temperatures."
The exhaust vapors divide upon leaving the

turbine and enter the two condenser-boilers which cylindrically shaped are in a sense surface condensers having
some of the physical features of the mercury boiler
sections.

The two parts, the condenser and the boiler,

are placed vertically over one another, the former designed for 400#/sq.in. steam pressure, while the latter
for a vacuum of 28.5" of mercury.
Still following the general routine of the
system the vacuum dompartment is welded to both the turbine
casing and the steam section t s lower head.

To the latter

in order to increase the heating surface 559 dead end
tubes 3" in diameter and 19 ft.

long were welded and

allowed to project downward into the vacuum space.

As an

aid to the circulation in these dead end tubes, vanes were
inserted; however, this move later proved to be a hindrance
so consequently they were not replaced in the recent
overhauling.
The condenser-boilers ordinarily operating in
parallel have their safety devices installed in series.
One receives the exhausted vapor from the safety valves
and the other is connected to the stack by an atmospheric seal which is the safe guard against the possibility
of abnormal pressures arising in the vacuum space because
pf a boiler tube failure or the lack of water in the condenser.

simple one;

it is preheated in the economizer, made into

steam in the condenser-boilers, superheated in the gaspass and bled into the steam header for use in other units.
Every important characteristic in the operation of the
mercury condensers is the fact that the efficiency of the
unit is not subject to seasonal variations due to the
change of the temperature of the condensing liquid.
Much fear was present at the beginning in regard to toxic poisoning arising from the mercury but in
the years that have passed no serious case of poisoning
has developed, nevertheless it is realized that the utmost
care is necessary.

When there is any need of inspecting

any of the apparatus, clothes, masks, gloves and other
apparel is furnished the men.

As a guard against any

leakage a dector employing silenium sulphide was devised
by the research department of the General Electric.

So

delicate is this instrument that if 10 cubic centimeters
of mercury is dumped into the furnace its presence is
immediately recorded.
The auxiliary power now used, namely that for
the induced and forced draft fans, waterfeed pump, coalpulverizing units and generator excitation is electric

gnd

approximates 415 KW.

With oil the coal pulverizers

will be omitted but the electrically driven oil pumps
will require about the same amount of power.

As readily

observed, all of the auxiliaries are electrically driven;
this is the trend of modern practice, however, in this
station it became more of a necessity because there are
not any mercury auxiliaries as yet and the generated
steam was quite inaccessible.
Operation:
The installation has worked beautifully; in fact
the ease of operation has been fully demonstrated and with
the present experience the costs of maintenance will be
materially less than that with the standard steam plants.
The following is the performance data for the
month of October, 1930.
10,212,295
Coal burned, lb.
87,230,000
Water Evaporated, lb.
Output Mercury Turbine KW hr. 6,296,000
Equivalent output from steam,
KW hr.
8,723,000
Total Station Service KW hr.
271,000
14,747,390
Total Net Output KW hr.
Coal Rate on Total Net
Output lb/KW hr.
0.692
Hours in Service
686
Use Factor
92.2
86.4
Capacity Factor
At present the initial costs of installation
are higher than that of an equivalent station capacity;
however, after the unit has advanced from the experimental
ranks, the initial costs will not be in excess of that of

an equivalent station capacity; however after the unit has
advanced from the experimental ranks, the initial costs will
not be in excess of that of an equivalent station and in
fact it

may be even less.
Future Development

It is our belief that the future holds great
possibilities for the binary process.

This will of course

necessitate radial changes with minor alterations here and

there through the entire system.
The air refractory walls have been proven faulty
so we think an immediate change might be expected.

There

is not enough experimental data at present on hand to
warrant a mercury wall but the next installation will

probably use a water wall in the lower part of the furnace
where there are extremely high temperatures, with a mercury
wall above it.
The firing has not been satisfactory.

Horizontal

burners for powdered coal particularly installed as the
originals in Hartford will not be used again it is sure,
however, we suggest in the line of powdered eoal that the
burners be placed at each end in the bottom of the furnace
slightly tilted from the vertical with enough distance below
the boiler tubes to permit complete combustion.
hopper may be located between the burners.

The ash

The boiler itself as well as the condenser-boilers
shall probably remain the same in design but because of

greater station capacities they will be made on a larger
scale.

A possible exception to this is that fins may be

put on the tubes to increase the area of the heating surface.
The preheater we believe is also ready for an
alteration.

Some sort of casting in which copper might be

fused around very small pipes would greatly increase the

present B T U per square foot of absorption, thus making
the work for the boiler considerably less.
We have always been skeptical of the turbine.
The cantilever principle as used is very bad especially
since a second bearing could so easily be adapted.

The

high temperatures giving rise to excess expansion and creep
will of course be considered and allowance made in locating
the second bearing but the rigidity and added strength of
the unit will more than offset any of the previously mentioned
possible troubles.
It should hardly be necessary to state the fact
that relatively higher temperatures and pressures are going
to be incorporated.

These advances will mean higher experi-

ences but shall probably curtail the use of low carbon steel
in the essential parts of the process, thus driving us into
using alloys.

Vapor Baffle from #1.
Severe cutting of second, third, sixth and seventh
and less damaging marking of first and eighth rows
of ferrule orifices by movement of spaces between
baffle and top of core, is clearly shown in this
photo.
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Photograph No. 2
Ferrules and spacers shown here are typical of the
worst removed from boiler drums.
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Photograph No. 4
No. 1 Boiler Drum with Head Removed.
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Photograph No. 5
Section of Throttle Valve Seats
Seats are in Excellent Condition, no Errosion and no
weld fractures visible.
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Photograph No. 6
Throttle Valve Disc and Stem
Discs are not marked, stem is scored a little by
rubbing on guide bushing.
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Photograph No. 7
The Emergency Valves, Discs and Stem condition very good
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Photograph No.8
Nozzle Ring

Apparently in Perfect Condition.
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Photograph No. 9
First Stage Wheel after 12 Months Operation.

First Stage

Diaphragm Clearances facing turbine; top .170", left
(south)

.080"; bottom .000", right (north) .066".
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Photograph No.10
Buckets first stage wheel - a straight edge laid along
bucket as shown in sketch disclosed from 0.025"! to 0.030"
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deep - about one inch from shroud ring.
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Photograph No. 11.
Showing Erosion of Leading Edge No. 3 Diaphragm Buckets.

Photograph No. 12
Showing front lower view of Erosion of No. 5 wheel blades
leading edge.
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Photograph No.13
Leading Edge No. 4

Diaphragm Buckets
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Photograph No.14

Showing Trailing Edge of Diaphragm Buckets No.4
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Photograph No. 15
Showing Trailing Edge of Diaphragm Buckets No. 4, Mar.9131
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Photograph No.16
Showing Front Upper View of Crack in No. 2 Diaphragm
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Photograph No.

17

Showing Rear Lower View of Crack in No. 2 Diaphragm

High Pressure Units
It was the original intention of this thesis to
treat solely with the binary vapor cycle and that for steam

generation at pressures of the order of 1200-1400 lbs.

The

underlying reason for picking these two types of installa-

tions was to compare their future possibilities from the
standpoint of cost of operation and efficiency, inasmuch as

we felt that they both apparently represented the latest
developments in the power plant field.

We have since learned,

however, that the immediate trend is toward a 650-750 lb. unit
using a superheat of 850 deg. Fahr. which, at least for the
time being, will parallel in economical possibilities the
higher pressure installation.

Although our primary discussions

will still refer to the 1200-1400 lb. plants, our comparisons
will also include this new outgrowth.
The development of the high pressure units has not
in this country, led to any very radical departures in the
construction and materials used in these boilers.

The boiler

shell, tubes, superheaters, water walls, and other appurtenances are essentially the same in design but heavier in construction than their predecessors.

There has been considerable

comment on tube failures in these units.

The major, and

perhaps only difficulty at this point has not been, as many
people unfamiliar with the actual experiences are led to
4

believe, due to characturistics necessarily inierent in the
boiler itself, or even peculiarly results of the higher
Where such failures have not been the result of

pressure.

scale deposits they may be very definitely accounted as
due to readily avoidable deficiencies in the circulation of
the liquid.

It will be recognized that both sources of

failure are encountered at the lower operating pressures.
In either pressure range a deficiency in circulation tends
to make superheating elements of the tubes affected for
each service the inadequacy of circulations is still more
pronounced and, with gradual overheating, failure results.
It is of interest to note that in the case of such failures
from overheating the greater stability of the tube and the
extremely rapid cooling which follows, in the case of the
high pressure boiler, limit the extent of rupture to small
proportions as compared with a similar condition in a low
pressure boiler.

The tubes as before, are rolled to the

header or drum sheet and no difficulty is encountered with
leaking around these joints; therefore, welding for sealing
purposes has not been found necessary.

In the mercury

boiler we found that all tubes were welded because of the
inherent characteristics of the power producer.
There are two general classes of superheaters
in use at the present time, namely the convection and

radiant types.

A part of the boiler heating surface,

usually

not less than four or five rows of tubes, is interposed
between the furnace and the superleater of the first mentioned class, the latter is usually located on or in the
furnace wall.

The convection superheater may be made of

the usual grade of carbon steel provided the temperatures
do not exceed 800-825 deg. superheat, except where they
are located near the furnace.

The bulk of installations

to date, however, for steam conditions of 1200-1400 lbs.
have not exceeded 750 deg. superheat, hence for the above
mentioned type, carbon steels have been used almost entirely.
The radiant type of superheater is generally made of an alloy steel since it is exposed to practically the direct
rays of the furnace.

For such service a carbon steel using

a thicker wall does not solve the problem; the temperature
differences between the outside and the inside of the tube
are so large that strains of a magnitude greater than the
metal can stand are set up, and failure results.

In

foreign practice, steels carrying less alloying constituents
and consequently of less cost are used.

No corresponding

material has so far been adopted by American manufacturers;
hence wherever, in this country, plain carbon steel has
been found inadequate, it has been the more usual custom to
adopt relatively costly alloys.

The same general principles

4pply in the construction of reheaters.
The valves used in connection with high pressure
units have also presented the engineer with a problem.
Although they are essentially the same in design, it has
been found necessary to use different material in their
construction, and more care in their proportions to minimize
the local stresses.

To avoid excessive wear due to

throttling, warping and undue expansion which would result
from the high pressures and temperatures, the discs and
seats are commonly made of nitraloy and alloys of high
creep strength and high resistance to temperature effects
employed in the bodies.

Again these requirements are

more a result of temperature than of pressure.

Piping is

of the same general design and the materials used are similar to those customarily employed on the lower pressures,
there is merely somewhat greater refinement and attention
to details providing for expansion and other stresses to
insure tightness of joints.

A report from the Lakeside

Station of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Co.
states that high pressure joint failures in their piping
are still limited to the single failure that occurred
upon starting in 1926.
The only part of the high pressure unit which
has given serious trouble has been the boiler feed pump.
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The major difficulty here iias been in the sealing and packing
of the pump glands which are subjected to the combined
effects of the high pressures and temperatures.

This has

been overcome by the use of labyrinth type glands with
cooling of the fluid in the glands.

The Edgar Station of

the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston has had
trouble with breaking of the pump shafts and casings.

The

report from this station states that pump shafts have broken
with considerable regularity and the pump casings have cut
out between the pressure chambers at the high pressure end
of the pumps.

These were replaced by pumps of the barrel

type casing; although we have no record of the performance
of the new style pump in use it is reasonable to assume
that they are satisfactory since a number of stations operating under similar conditions have reported no troubles
from the use of this style of feed pump.

A report from

Switzerland on the operations of the Sulzer Co. says that
among the pumps designed by this company, the most interesting
is the single barrel 10 stage, 5000 r.p.m. feed pump produced
for the new Benson boiler at Gartenfeld.

This would indicate

that abroad where a great deal has been done with pressures
which are in excess of those popular in this country, the
barrel type feed pump is also in favor althbugh it is probably not used exclusively.
The drums of boilers for operation on 1200-1400 lbs.

pressure have been forgings made of 75,000 lb. tensile
strength steel instead of being made up of riveted plate
customary for pressures of 650-700 lbs. and below.
In general the high pressurd turbine unit has
been of the multiple shaft type, either the cross compound
or steeple compound arrangement.

The latter, with the high

pressure element mounted above the low pressure, is economical
of floor space, and is adopted where such consideration is
of serious importance.

Selection of materials for turbine

construction, has been, in general, governed more by the
requirements of temperature than by those of pressure although
with the higher pressures limitations of creep naturally
become more of a problem.

However, the initial pressure and

temperature are in contact with a relatively small part of
the machine, and it is possible to employ special alloys in
this region without excessive increase in the cost of the
machine as a whole.

In practice to date, use of special

alloys would seem to have been largely confined to valve
parts, nozzles, and blading.

In the last mentioned, the

use of alloys has been more for reasons of mechanical
strength required in meeting rotational stfesses and resisting vibrational and other deflections rather than merely
for reasons of operating pressures and temperatures.

In

the past where plants are still operated on low pressures
it is customary to make the spindle of the turbine an assemblage of discs and rings on a shaft.

Present practice

demiands that the hi6

pressure part of t.e

turUine be com-

posed of a separate element with a separate shaft and generator, and, in this high pressure element we find that the
spindle is machined from a single forging as a measure of
avoiding difficulties arising from loosening of fitted parts.
The low pressure part of the turbine is, of course, fundamentally of the same design as employed for corresponding
capacities in the standard low pressure machines.
Outlages in turbines are in the main, due to
blading.

These troubles, however, according to a report of

the Prime Movers Committee was cut down from 440 hours in
1928 to 294 hours in 1929 which represents an improvement
of nearly 70% in one year which would indicate that troubles
from design were being rapidly taken care of.

Blade troubles

on the whole may be assigned to three factors; vibration,
erosion in the last stages of the low pressure turbine, and
deposits of solid material on the turbine blades.

These

difficulties are being overcome by the use of better blade
materials, by the bleeding out of some of the moisture with
steam extracted for the low pressure heater, and by flushing
out the turbine by the injection of water sprayed into the
steam line while the turbine is in operation.

The latter

method, which is intended to remove solid matter from the
blading, while a solution to the problem is not the funda-

kientally correct way of treating same.

The source of the

trouble originates, of course, from the water fed to the
boiler and it is at this point that corrective measures
should be made.

It will be immediately recognized that the

troubles outlined above are not peculiar to the high pressure
units alone but have been contended with from the outset of
turbine operation.

Westinghouse has recently made the

statement that they are now prepared to design turbines for
1000 deg. service.

This they say, will entail an increase

in thickness of cylinder walls, greater blade widths, and
more expensive materials in the present rather costly parts
of the high pressure units.

It -is expected, however, that

the additional cost of manufacture will be more than offset
by the omission of the commonly used reheater and its attendant piping.

Further saving is made by the elimination of

pressure drop occurring over the average reheater.

It is

a question in our minds, however, whether or not any company
is able at present to produce and install a turbine operating
at 1000 deg. Fahr. which will function continuously without
a considerable outage factor.
With steam temperatures at present commewially
allowable, we find that reheating after partial expansion is
an necessity to avoid excessive moisture in the last stage
of the turbine.

This content, for initial pressures betweem

1eoo-1400#, is in the neighborhood of 15%; the maximum
allowable being 121%.

Reheating has been done both by return-

ing the steam to special heater elements in the gas passage
or the furnace of the boiler and in other instances the
high pressure steam has been used for either a-part or the
entire reheating.

Where reheating occurs at relatively low

pressures, the steam reheater seems the more advantageous,
since with this type the heater may be located closer to
the turbine and so minimize the rather cumbersome low pressure
equipment.
Because of the complication and costs involved in
the reheating process, the very recent trend has been toward
650-750 lbs. with the highest allowable temperature, which
so far seems to be about 850 deg. Fahr.

Under these operating

conditions, the available heat may be utilized in a single
expansion without prohibitive moisture in the last stage.
Although a thermal efficiency equal to that obtainable with
the higher pressures is not quite realized,

the saving in

cost due to the greater simplicity in equipment, makes this
installation rather attractive.

1400 lb. pressure with

superheating to 800-825 deg. Fahr. seem to be the extreme
of steam conditions so far adopted in American practice.
Apparently pressures have not been carried beyond this
limit in America because of the decreasing rate of efficiency
A

gain to be had with higher pressures.

It

may be possible,

however, that future developments will make still higher
pressures attractive for reasons of lower costs and greater
compactness of equipment.

The maximum temperature seems to

be limited by considerations of creep and resulting distortion to be expected with plain carbon-steels and the simpler
alloys under the stresses to be met with high pressure
equipment and a desire to avoid the very much greater costs
and uncertainties of behavior of the steels of heavier alloy.
Continued plastic deformation, or creep, becomes important
in stressed parts at temperatures even as low as 700 deg.
Fahr. but, for steam temperatures below 750-800 deg. it has
apparently been practicable, by increasing thickness of
parts, to hold stress fairly well within those required by
the carbon steel to limit creep to the standard commonly
accepted by turbine designers of 0.01% per year, maximum.
For steam temperatures above 800 deg. Fahr. however, alloy
steel is being adopted for both cylinder and spindle of
the element, in which such temperatures are used.

CONCLUSIONS
It is difficult to compare the high pressure unit
with a station operating under the binary vapor cycle.

The

;,eason for this is obvious enough; the latter plant is barely

4'

out of tne experimental stages and because of that fact no
data is available on a performance based on service over a
long period of time.

We will therefore be obliged to con-

tent ourselves with a pulrely speculative discussion.

It is

the estimate of the General Electric Company that from the
standpoint of initial cost of constfuction, the mercury
plant is expected to cost no more or even less than the
average station of an equivalent kw capacity.

This estimate,
The

we believe, includes the purchase price of the mercury.
above statement seems a rather bold one but judging from
refinements made in the last few years and the simplicity

of the unit as a whole there are apparently grounds for such
an optimistic outlook.
In the event that plants of such a nature met with
widespread popularity, it would be questionable whether or
not the amount of mercury available would be adequate for
such wholesale consumption.

Taking the Hartford plant as a

basis for computing the amount of working fluid required we
find that for the operation of a turbine the capacity of
which is 10,000 kw, 50,000 lbs. of mercury is needed.

It

is the opinion of the General Electric Company that the supply
of mercury will be developed to meet any new demands.

Al-

though Spain is the largest producer of this metal today, she
is not, fortunately, the only nation capable of supplying

the market.

Italy, pre-war Austria, and Russia all have

deposits for varying wealth.

Heretofore there has been no

particular demand for the metal and it is reasonable to
expect that as soon as the need becomes great enough, an
appreciable drop in the market value of mercury will result.
Possibly the most tangible attraction offered by
the mercury vapor plant is the greater fuel economy.

The

overall efficiency equivalent to the generation of a KW-hr.
is in the vicinity of 10,000 B T U delivered to the mercury
boiler Purnace.

Apparently the best efficiency so far

developed in the steam plant is approximately 12,000 B T U
per kw-hr.

While the curve tracing the reduction in heat

consumption for steam plants has by no means become flat, a
similar curve drawn for the mercury station is slightly
steeper and by virtue of the fact that the latter is barely
out of its infancy there seems to be more chance for refinements in the mercury installations.
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TABLE I - HEAT BALANCES - STRAIGHT
3 MAD 4 STAGE
Initial press. at throttle,#/sq.in.gauge
Total temperature, OF
Exhaust pressure, in.Hg.abs.
i "J"it?
Number of stages of extraction
Final feed water temperature, 0 F

800
8000
li"
3
3350

800 1000 10000 1200
8000
8000 8000 800
l"
l"
"
l"t
30
4
3
4
3350
4170
3350
4170

"

8.10 8.10 8.14 8.14 8.14
Water ratenonextractionlb/KW-hr.
BTU chargeable to unit per KW-Hr.non10960 10960 10940 10940 10840
extraction
Water rate at throttle,with extraction,
9.05 9.76 8.99 9.62 8.97
lbs/KW-hr.
9910 9780 9750 9610 9650
BTU chargeable to unit per KW/hr with
I?
"
6325 6185 6210 6045 6110
BTU rejected to condenser f "
2015 1970 1970 1920 1940
Vol. exhaust steam.cu.ft/KW-hr. @ 1"

"

0
0 8.95
0 *8.74.
Percentage* extracted at 300 lbs.abs.
8.90
7.98
8.78
if
8.57 7.83
"110
"
8,05 7.35 8.15 7.43 8.22
1
" 30 i
"
"f
5 i
f
"f
f
6.90 6.21 6.94 6.31 6.98
69.87 76.13 69.53 75.90
76.48
exhaust at 1 in. mercury abs.
1400

"

"

Total heat at throttle,BTU/lb.
"f
if
" 300 lb.extr.m
"f
if
" " "f
" 110 "
1?
" ""
if
" 30 "
"f
"f
if
Sn" "f ""n
if

1226
1141
1052

exhaust 1 in.mercury abs.BTU 961
" of liquidboiler feed water,
1
"

BTU/lb.
Per cent moisture in exhaust

"total,

"

"

"

Auxiliary power feed pumps,kw/kw.gen.
" circul.pumpskw/kw/gen.
" constantkw/kw.gen.
13
Plant losses, miscellaneous
Overall efficiency olboiler unit
BTU fired per net kw-hr.station output

1400
1305
1226
1141
1052
961
4-P 0% le%

1380

1205
1125
1039
953

1930
1280
1205
1125
1039
953

r-I

4y e% gN

Vz^c

1390

ry ^

1186
1110
1027
943

EXTRACTION CYCLE - 800 0 F TOTAL TEMPERATURE
FEED WATERIHEATING

17 0 0 17000 20000 12000 1200G14000 1400 1700 17000 2000
800 1000 1000 1000 10000 1000010000 10000
800
800
J"
1"
1"
1"
1"
J
4
4
3
40
g
40
40
30
30
40
40
4170 3350 4170 4170
35
417
417 335
417
335
417

1200 1 400 0
800
800
J"
J"
40
3
335
417

1 400

8.14

8.16

8.16

0

800

8.29

8.29

8.45

10840 10800 10800 10840 10840 10890
9.59 9.00 9.61 9.12 9.71 9.91
9470
5925
1885

9585
6020
1920

1000 OF TOTAL TEMPERATURE

9390
5830
1860

9565
6000
1920

9330
5780
1840

9345
5800
1840

6.76

6.72

6.72

6.71 6.71

6*67

9890 9890
7.39 7.84

9820
7.34

9820
7.80

9760 9760
7.31 7.73

9660
7*68

8910
5350
1700

8820
5260
1780

8660
5110
1630

8740 8560
5190 5010
1650 1600

8465
4910
1565

8.76

8755
5210
1660

0 8.56 8*74
0 8.35
0 8.31
0 9*64 9.85
9.18
0 9.30
8.*34
7.74 7.84
8.45
9.*33
7.65
8*41 8.55 8.21 7*53
8.06 9.14 8*30
7.24 7*35
7.94
7*15
7.80
7.45 8*39 7.60 8.50 7.67 7*75 7.75 7*10
6.30
6.25
6.85
6.22
6.79
6.35 7.10 6*42 7*14 6*45 6.46 6*74 6.17
69.77
76.767O.21
70.63
77.07
68.96 75.37 68*38 75.03 67*83 67.39 77.30 70.89
1501
1323
1240
1152
1061
971

1495
1305
1226
1141
1051
962

392
10.6

305
11.2

392
11.2

305 392
11.8 11.8

392
12.6

.0249
.0052
.0200
.0501

.0272
.0053
.0200
.0525

.0290
.0051
.0200
.0541

.0330.0353.0407
.0052.0051.0049
.0200.0200.0200
.0582.0604.0656

-305
10.6
.0235
.0054
.0200
.0489

1149
1080
1003
924

392
15.3

305
16.3

392
16.3

392
17.2

.0347
.0058
.0200
.0605

.0411 .0438 .0526
.0060 .0058 .0058
.0200 .0200 .0200
.0671 .0696 .0784

305
15.3

1257
1168
1071
978

1501
1240
1152
1061
971

1272
1180
1080
984

1511

1170
1097
1015
934

1507
1344
1257
1168
1071
978

1507

1336
1191
1129
1064
990
915

1353

1370

1511
1360
1272
1180
1080
984

1353
1214
1149
1080
1003
924

1370
1240
1170
1097
1015
934

1380
1259
1186
1110
1027
943

505
12.8

392
12.8

305
13.6

392
13.6

05
14.5

392
14.5

.0192
.0063
.0200
.0455

.0205
.0062
.0200
.0467

.0238
.0062
.0200
.0500

.0255
.0060
.0200
.0515

.0286
.0061
.0200
.0547

.0305
.0059
.0200
.0564

.0333
.0060
.0200
.0593

.0150 .0150 .0175 .0175 .0200

.0200

.0225 .0225 .0262 .0262 .0300 .0200 .0200 .0225 .0225 .0262.0262.0300

.85

.85

12400 12250 12290 12130 12250

12050

.85

.85

.85

.85

*Percentage of throttle flow
Note: From Mr. Alden's ReportStone & Webster Engineering Corp.,1932.

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

.85

12260 12020 12380 12110 12300 11250 11070 11200 11020 11200 11000 10990

